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A new workplace alternative for
freelancers, 

offering a lighter way to travel from
ideas to outcomes

The Power of a Logo, or 
Why The Fabric of Clouds is The Result of Co-

Creation In The Marketing Freelancer Community

 
We can no longer rely on old paradigms as we aim to retool
existing client marketing teams, including our approach to the
workplace.  The memos and manuals, also known as a backstage
report, give us a clear sense of shared mission and values. The
Fabric of Clouds is a successful new alternative, offering an agile
workplace for Marketing Freelancers with a sustainable lifestyle and
business model.
 

preamble 



The Logo presentation by Francesca was the catalyst for us all,
a sign of irreversible and regenerative power to move us
toward a website for our platform. We were partially inspired
by the concept of the distributed teams, with clear USP's that
are not new to the software industry but are entirely innovative
to the world of freelance marketing. The communication and
advertisement agencies still monopolize this area.
 

Logo – A Game-Changer
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In the current case study of The Fabric of Clouds, I feel the urge
to share our remarkable experience with everyone. It is about the
exponential power of a community, an extraordinary group of
people who made a conscious decision to grow together. With
this case study, we also welcome your feedback to help us
understand what resonates with the Marketing Freelancers, our
prospect “Clouders.”
 
During this project, we facilitated a mutual exchange of ideas,
with the goal of learning from each other and converting the
ideas into a working model for our Marketing Freelancers with a
no-pressure approach. With these images in mind, we have
transformed our ideas into The Fabric of Clouds concept,
complete with a logo and the collective website.
 
A group of creative independents with rich and varied
backgrounds are now active in Switzerland and Italy. The Fabric
of Clouds is “the group to borrow for a greener tomorrow!”

Borrow Our Creativity Away
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When I originally wrote down the idea for a project to launch a
community for Marketing Freelancers, it was only in German, and I
was still looking for a name. The concept found three supporters
who still stand with us today. At the formation stage, the story of
the Fabric of Clouds was one of the continual struggle between the
determination to press forward and the temptation to give up. The
initial concept was released in November 2020 by two co-founders:
Chiara Capuzzo and me.
 
 

How We Started
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My contribution was to extend the event lifecycle, which resulted
in a community exercise on Slack and Miro platforms, combined
with regular virtual meetups. We built an online bond while it was
not possible to meet in person — this first crisis was followed by
the resignation of one of our two co-founders. During the “crea-
thon”, our first project together, the group went through a natural
process of wear and tear. We documented our creative flow in
Miro; a couple of examples are provided below.
 

The two pillars of this undertaking are the Clouders Expert Lab and
Clouders Expert Database. From the very beginning, we started to
offer topics of interest for prospect workshops to facilitate
gatherings, get to know each other, and most importantly, to build
trust with leadership on different levels. The mutual interest in the
group chat was Design Thinking, a workshop executed by Chiara. 
 

How We Started
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On Slack, we created channels up to Design thinking, using
principles for our co-created value proposition. The goal was to
bring everyone on board and to leverage everyone's expertise
and skills. I knew that only a few people would remain, those who
identified with the initial idea and could advocate for the whole
concept. Out of twenty initial participants in The Fabric of
Clouds, six people converted the original idea into a value
proposition, including a strategic plan, logo, and website
presentation. 
 
We started with a SWOT analysis, and it helped us to convert
threats into opportunities. Our unique selling points are clear
and match the contemporary requirements for thriving projects –
cross-industry, cross-generation, international and adapted to
transversal objectives. Here are some practical examples:
 

Rise of the community 
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Sabrina:         noted the lack of a shared portfolio; she often
experienced customers' uncertainties when there are no past
projects to offer. 
 
Alessandra:    in her view, the main threat would be as we were
starting to work with a client; how well would we work as a team?
 
Patrizia:          was concerned about the lack of personal
knowledge of other members of the crew, and how we could best
deal with it: 
 

Rise of the community 
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These include:
-variations in the quality of work, steadiness of work, and quality
controls.
-reliability of freelancers, lack of dedicated freelancers.
-poor customer service, failure to meet promised response time.
-websites that are difficult to navigate, are unappealing or poorly
designed.
-challenges in communicating with designers, lack of
transparency.
-difficulty in estimating freelancers’ skills.
-confusing pricing structure.
 
 

Helena:          observed that the weaknesses people mention
about Upwork and similar online hiring marketplaces were areas
in which we could excel, and these may turn into our strengths. 
 

Rise of the community 
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During the crea-thon with logo, community website and strategy
design, we demonstrated our ability to work together as a
coordinated community and a team of freelancers. We all used
this time to get comfortable with each other, generate synergy,
and find objectives to move together despite declining
engagement and the loss of some participants. 
 
We were also aware of the fragility of our community from the
very beginning. For our continued growth and success, there
needs to be a community manager or facilitator with
consolidating techniques, patience, and subject matter expertise.
After all, people are curious to learn from each other and to win
the confidence and trust of their peers. Marketing Freelancers
seek a collaborative environment to which they can turn for
support and advice, and they are fatigued by the prevalence of
“pop-up” communities with no lasting impact.

Rise of the community 
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We started with twenty in the platform, and we are coming to the
finish line with a core of six. Our goal was to build a micro-tribe
community. After the project, we created a Marketing Freelancer
workplace model similar in structure to that of distributed teams.
We operate in Hospitality & Events and related businesses, with
a focus on sustainable projects. We envision the future and have
the courage to follow it. The Fabric of Clouds is “a group to
borrow for a greener tomorrow.” 
 
What is helpful at this stage? Observation with patience, and a
firm belief in the project’s success, with the gradual leveraging of
everyone's passion, expertise, and skills.

Rise of the community 
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To Be Continued &
Next Steps

 
 Our creative talents:

 
Francesca – logo with creative power to channel the
team flow
 
Alessandra and Helena – website creation and first steps
as a rising community of like-minded people with the
same goals
 
Patty - photography and visuals
 
Sabrina – convert the whole project in video dynamics
 
Natallia – founder, responsible for strategic execution —
a Salesforce and Marketing floss
 
Anacleto – The Gamificator & Clouder Mascot

The Fabric of Clouds turned out to an operational success
with a logo, website, and a strategic project as a result.
For our website, we kept our costs to a minimum and
used complimentary platforms as well as a WordPress
subscription. 
 

The Fabric of Clouds is a
group to borrow for a greener
tomorrow!
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The Summer To-Do List 

research for new partnerships with other
creative independents’ platforms and
experienced mentors, 
shout-outs to diverse media via our
innovative partners 
shout-outs to new members
Additionally, our crea-thon crew is
looking for creatives in web design 

   This includes: 
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The Fabric of Clouds is a platform that empowers everyone to
develop their own ideas while continuously tracking them and
turning them into feasible and practical results. Courage,
curiosity, discovery mindset, patience, and persistence create an
ambience for mutual trust. 
 
We regularly organise virtual events and workshops, where
members learn from each other, network, and socialise. A
transversal approach was implemented throughout the project
with a vision for growth in the post-pandemic employment
rebound. During the project, we developed the team features
that enable our members to contribute to future paid projects. 
 

Qualities and Quantities & Project transformation
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Just a few strengths are worth mentioning:
 
- people with diverse backgrounds means reduced salary cost,
more diverse perspectives on problems, and better decision-
making
 
 - significant cost savings are realised through this model (i.e.,
no office-related expenses, travel costs)
 
 - higher quality work, drawing upon the five critical strategies:
 
 1. Create regular and consistent meaningful virtual interactions
 2. Keep everyone up to speed on agile practices
 3. Have the community create a social contract
 4. Adopt face-to-face video onboarding and training
 5. Use the best tools to collaborate and measure/manage
distributed development
 

Qualities and Quantities & Project transformation
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Call to action: Do you want to learn more about our project? Do
you want to join our next project? We are currently looking for
proactive website designers, facilitators, social media experts
and other enthusiastic creatives.
 
Here are few future projects we are eager to launch: 
 
a) Brand exercise, translated into Brand Identity Boards; see
slides attached.
b) Social makeup for your fans
c) Strategy roadmaps
d) Launch strategy and creative concepts
e) Cross-channel content strategy 
f) Immersive community workshops
g) Framework for “digital campfire” incubating 
 
We create trusted roundtables where marketers can present
their challenges and get help on a complimentary basis. 
 
 

CTA's or Call to Action
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Bold: How to Go Big, Create Wealth and Impact the World
Book by Peter Diamandis and Steven Kotler
 
 
Contra wants to be the community that independent workers are
missing – TechCrunch
 
Freelance Platforms Win By Building Strategic Capability: Here’s
How
 
 
Adventure Travel Trade Association

Where Do You Get Inspired?
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonyounger/2021/03/13/freelance-platforms-win-by-building-strategic-capability-heres-how/?sh=5de01440281d
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonyounger/2021/03/13/freelance-platforms-win-by-building-strategic-capability-heres-how/?sh=5de01440281d
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonyounger/2021/03/13/freelance-platforms-win-by-building-strategic-capability-heres-how/?sh=5de01440281d
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonyounger/2021/03/13/freelance-platforms-win-by-building-strategic-capability-heres-how/?sh=5de01440281d
https://www.adventuretravel.biz/
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Testimonials

Helena:
 
“In general, for me it has been interesting to try out a
process that evolves so organically – for example, here we
were building things as we moved forward, so it was kind of
like a “free sky dive” to see how things will go on the way,
which has been refreshing (of course with its challenges too,
and naturally. TFOC is still a platform full of possibilities, as
we have the freedom to adjust, try out and tune things up as
we decide and feel could be interesting!”
 
Francesca: 
 
“It has been a hard experience to me, not easy to be carried
on, because of lack of time, bad english, different method
and style of work and communicate…. but here we are!
Personally, I’ve learned something about my limits, my skills,
my wants… and I’m trying to decide how to go on and get
involved in the project (we’ll update on it, of course, as we
said). “

The Fabric of Clouds is a
group to borrow for a greener
tomorrow!
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Let's get in touch

Email
hello@thefabricofclouds.com

 

Website

www.thefabricofclouds.com

Francesca -  logo, Helena -  illustrations and photo
Tribute for the backstage report by Natallia to 

 


